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“Micro-virtualization is a great
model. It’s the way forward.”
GARTNER

Virtualization has long fulfilled its primary function of isolating inbound threats for
common attack vectors—including web browsing, accessing email links and
attachments, and sharing documents via USB devices. It’s ability to be used to
isolate devastating threats like polymorphic malware, zero-day and nation-state
attacks is proven.
But what about applications — especially those that are legacy — that present a
significant risk to security but can’t be turned off?
We have good news. Now Sure Click Enterprise can be extended to support a widerrange of applications and protect against threats that are unique to your business
processes, including:

• Extend isolation to your own
applications,filetypes, and
business processes
• Use virtualization-based security
on proprietary and restricted
configurations to isolate and
control threats away from host
PCs

■

Proprietary applications and tools that permit data ingress or egress

■

Standard business productivity tool extensions, plug-ins, or add-ins

■

New file types that would be more secure by running in a micro-VM

Introducing Secure App Extensions
Secure App Extensions allow enterprises to extend the application isolation and
control capabilities of HP Sure Click Enterprise to a wide variety of new use-cases
running within micro-VMs to protect the endpoint from compromise.
Extending isolation to new applications, file-types, and business processes
effectively encapsulates and contains malicious content within micro-VMs,
protecting each host and the enterprise at large from breach across additional
attack vectors.
Using the Secure App Extensions API, HP Security Services will work with your
organization to understand your needs and meet your specific security requirements
to enable hardware-isolation of your application.

Secure App Extensions put customerspecific applications into micro-VMs for
isolation and control.
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Isolation and Control Extension
• Custom applications
• Additional file types

• New ingress vectors
• Application plug-ins
Constrained Environment Support
• Mission-specific applications
• Remote desktop access
• Remote service connections

Reducing Risk in the Enterprise
Sure Click isolation has long supported common business productivity
applications and file formats such as Microsoft Office documents, PDFs, ZIP
files, and a variety of common image file types. Now that same level of security
can be applied to services that represent some of the highest risk.

1. Proprietary Applications
Extending isolation by embedding a protected Sure Click-based
browser within a custom application—such as a proprietary
terminal — to safely bring in potentially untrusted external data.

2. Custom File Formats
Custom file viewers and editors running within a protected micro-VM to
prevent new strains of malware from leveraging features of various files and
applications from accessing host or prohibited network resources.

3. Remote Services Viewing
Amazon Web Services (AWS) endpoint viewers—or other public,
private, or proprietary remote content viewers—can be contained
within a protected micro-VM for worry-free remote desktop access.

4. Custom VPNs
Network isolation, encryption and
wrapping tools like authentication
plugins, VPNs or even Tor can
now run inside micro-VMs.

Tor and other VPNs running inside a protected micro-VM. The purpose here
is to allow the application of different networking architectures or
strategies to browsing data that is protected via isolation and control.

5. Application Add-Ins
Microsoft Excel and other common business productivity solutions
frequently offer add-ins that can process untrusted data or introduce
potentially malicious code that bypasses the traditional security stack.
Sure Click can now extend isolation and control to these often missioncritical application enhancers to help eliminate the added risk.

6. Web Plug-Ins
The power and flexibility built onto modern web browsers—Internet
Explorer, Firefox, and Chrome—has spawned a cottage industry of
developers who have built plug-ins that deliver additional processing of
untrusted data and could potentially introduce malware into the
organization. Secure App Extensions can protect the host and the internal
network against malicious intrusions entering via plug-in.
In each case, Sure Click extends application isolation and control to new
computing aspects that are not limited to traditional desktop applications or
typical ingress vectors that bring untrusted content into the enterprise or add
processing to it. The above use cases only scratch the surface of what will be
possible with Secure App Extensions down the road.
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Key benefits of Sure Click

Delivering Security to the Public Sector

Sustained Protection

The public sector presents special security challenges. Often constrained by tight
budgets and legacy systems and software, governments are at increased risk.
This is coupled with decreased flexibility in available tools because of enforced
configuration standards and restrictions.

• Patented hardware-enforced

isolation stops malware spreading

• Disposable computing means
no remediation is needed

• Zero dwell time prevents
impact to operations

Adaptive Intelligence

• Indicator-of-compromise (IOC)
hunting takes place via a
distributed sensor network

Now Sure Click isolation can be extended to common use cases found in the public
sector and its contractors who are frequently subjected to the same rules:
■

Mission-specific applications

■

Remote desktop access

■

Remote service connections

• Behavioral analysis is built
into each sensor for faster
detection

• Detailed forensics tracing

offers full attack visibility

Reduced Cost

• High fidelity alerts result in less

time and fewer resources required
to deal with potentialthreats

• Crisis patching is a thing of the past
• You bear no infrastructure costs

Application Isolation and Control is the
Fastest Way to Real Cybersecurity
Bromium, now part of HP Inc., pioneered application isolation and control using
hardware-enforced micro-virtualization and we continue to push the security
industry forward with new virtualization-based security innovations.
HP’s worldwide customers are some of the most security-conscious and
innovative enterprises and governments. Soon, application isolation and control
will be limited only by your imagination, providing the “connective tissue”
between your preferred and mission-critical apps and the protected
infrastructure.
Let Sure Click isolation secure your custom applications and enhance your
proactive security posture today.
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About Bromium & HP Inc.
Bromium has transformed endpoint security with its revolutionary isolation
technology to defeat cyber-attacks. Unlike antivirus or other detection-based
defenses, which can’t stop modern attacks, Bromium uses micro-virtualization to
keep users secure while delivering significant cost savings by reducing and even
eliminating false alerts, urgent patching, and remediation—transforming the
traditional security life cycle.
Bromium Inc. and HP Inc. entered a formal OEM relationship in 2016. HP recognized
the need to differentiate their platform security offerings by leveraging hardwarebased security solutions. Beginning in 2017, HP successfully began shipping an OEM
version of Bromium containment branded as Sure Click onto millions of enterpriseclass devices.
Due to the success of Sure Click, HP acquired Bromium on September 19, 2019.
Subsequently, HP created a new Global Business Unit, HP Security, with the Legacy
Bromium team leading the new unit. As a result of the acquisition, HP has updated
the naming convention of the Bromium Secure Platform product to better align with
the HP Sure Click brand. HP is committed to supporting the Sure Click solution on
any PC device, regardless of manufacturer, running Windows 10. Today, the Legacy
Bromium Secure Platform is known as HP Sure Click Enterprise.

For more information
To learn more about Sure Click’s game-changing security architecture, please visit
www.hp.com/proactive-security.

For more information refer to visit
www.hp.com/proactive-security.
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